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3.2.3 ENGLISH MEDIOLINGUAL CONSONANT 

[j] IN COMPARISON WITH THE UKRAINIAN [Й] 

In pronouncing the English [j] the central part of the tongue is raised to the 

hard palate. The tip of the tongue is lowered (fig. 3.42). A narrowing of the air-

passage is formed between the central part of the tongue and the hard palate. The air 

escapes through this narrowing. 

The soft palate is raised. The vocal chords are made to vibrate. The lips are 

spread or neutral. 

 

 

                  Fig. 3.42. 
           Tongue-position: 
   English [j] 
   English [J] 

 

In forming the English [j] the narrowing is closer than in the English [J], but 

the tongue must not touch the palate. 

The English [j] is a mediolingual palatal constrictive central sonant. 

Both the English [j] and the Ukrainian [Й] are mediolingual palatal constrictive 

central sonants, but the English [j] differs from the Ukrainian [Й] considerably. 

1. In pronouncing the English [j] the tongue is not raised so high as in 

pronouncing the Ukrainian [Й], the air-passage is wider. The width of the air-passage 

varies for the English [j] and depends on the following vowel. The narrowing is wider 

before open vowels and narrower before close vowels. 

2. In pronouncing the English [j] the tongue is somewhat retracted while in 

pronouncing the Ukrainian [Й] a more front part of the tongue is raised towards the 

soft palate. 

The English [j] is heard to be more sonorous. The fact is explained by the lower 

position of the front of the tongue (see fig. 3.43, 3.44). 

3. The English [j] occurs only before vowels, the Ukrainian [Й] occurs both 
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before vowels and consonants. 

The correct pronunciation of the English [j] may be achieved by starting from 

the Ukrainian [Й]. It should be borne in mind that the most typical mistake here is a 

too close [j]. Such a mistake can generally be corrected by lowering the tongue and 

thus, widening the air-passage between the palate and the tongue. 

Taking into consideration the great sonority and sliding character of the 

English [j] one may also start from the Ukrainian [I]. 

In this case the tongue should be raised somewhat higher than for the 

Ukrainian [I]. 

 

 
 
                    Fig. 3.43.                Fig. 3.44.  
              Tongue-position:             Palatograms:  
   English [j]           English [j] 
   Ukrainian [Й]          Ukrainian [Й] 
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